Membership Agreement, Rules and services
Tattoo Clean Ink based in Via Gioacchino Volpe 11a-11b, Tor Vergata Roma cap 00133
Tel. +39 06 93373054 - President Alessio Greco Cell. 3483403750
e-mail:urbanland.event@gmail.com website: www.urbanland.it
VAT Number: 14136091007 - Cod. Fisc .: 14136091007
CONTRACT FOR PARTICIPATION IN EVENT Tattoo convention & urban activities
art.1 - Tattoo Clean Ink on 25-26-27 September 2020 in Rome, is organizing the fourth edition of
"Urban Land Tattoo Expo Roma & Activities"
At the site Palacavicchi in Rome.Via Ranuccio Bianchi Bandinelli, 130-00178 Rome RM
The event will have the following opening hours of the boxes:
Friday 25: from 9:00 to 12:00 on the end fittings and booth open to the public 14:00 Closing 01:00
Saturday 26:from 10:30 am to 01:00 am
Sunday 27: from 10:30 am to 01:00 am
Daily closing of the event 30 minutes after the closing time of the boxoffice. The organization
reserves the right, to modify the duration, opening and closing dates and all hours of the event at its
sole discretion and without compete right to any compensation to the Exhibitors.
art.2 -They attend the event all tattoo artists Italian and foreign qualified;
Operators in the field of Bodyart, Tattoos, Welfare, Equipment, Toys and Clothing themed world
Tattoos and generally creative arts and sports.
And 'it allowed the participation, for institutional purposes, public bodies, associations, consortiums,
non-profit organization.

APPLICATION - ACCEPTANCE - CANCELLATION
Art.3- The organization ensures equal access to all operators interested and qualified to participate in
the event, the organization selects only tattoo artists who want to rent the booth for the three days of
the event. Excludes prior sale or exchange of goods counterfeited and / or the proceeds of criminal
activities and finally goods not processed by CE and sanitary.
The acceptance or rejection of applications is reserved for Clean Tattoo Ink.
The date of receipt of the application for admission is priority basis.
Applications for admission must be complete on blanks must be submitted signed by the owner or
legal representative of the applicant.
After the application form at our reception ok, you must be made by bank transfer or Paypal
payment. If the member, for reasons of force majeure will be unable to attend the event, can only get
back 50% of the amount paid and only if the cancellation will intervene in the deadline of 30 August
2020. AFTER that date IT WILL NOT POSSIBLE BENEFIT FROM THE REDEMPTION 50%
paid.

EVENT SUSPENSION NOT DEPENDENT ON THE ORGANISATION
In the event of serious problems related to weather, environmental and health events
that could jeopardise the event on the dates announced, the organisation undertakes to
suspend the event, postpone, reschedule and communicate a new date to all
participants who have signed up.
The new event date will fall in the current year. The organization after having assigned
a new date, should new problems arise and the paying customer is unable, for personal
reasons, to participate will not be able to benefit from the refund of the fee paid.
Booth tattooist single module based multipliable
The booth to be supplied: Paneling stand + 2 chairs (if it were to also serve a third chair) + 2 + tables
and lighting outlet power strip + gloves, mask, paper, demineralized water,
various disinfectants etc. materials and gift offered by the sponsors.Not included: The cot and arm
rests (Materials that are usually brought to their choice and type by tatuatori).
Booth for Tattoo Artist cost € 480,00 VAT included size 2m x 2.50 m.
Fixed panels of 2.50 x 100 bottom side. The workstations are single and we can only operate a tattoo
artist accompanied by an assistant that does not work. On the booth the tattoo artist can not sell
materials of any kind. The Tattooist Booth is not a vendor booth

vendor booth/ supplies of various types
Exhibitors Tattoos Supplies Vendor or various will pay a booth cost than other types of space they
are: ......................................................................................................................................................
- 1 Economy Space vendor:(Space for small retailers objects) exhibition space stand bottom or
perimeter walls Palavicchi wall structure. Two counters 1m x 50 cm + a spotlight illumination,
current and power strip 2 chairs or stools. It 'a stand alone sealed on the bottom with the counter as
pictured below attached. (Cost: € 300, 00 VAT included

................................................................................................................................................................
- 2 Standard Space Supply and Vendor : 2,50 mx 2 m + lighting spotlight
halogen, ciabatta current and 2 chairs, absent the counter. Cost: € 650, 00 VAT included
nb: Pictured are two types of stand 2.50 x 2m

..............................................................................................................................................................

- 3 BIG SAPCE: Supply or Vendor 4x2 meters, or 5x2 meters or meters 7,50x2 + counter or
counters for stands larger with halogen lighting, power strip current and 2 stools or more seats
than the size ... Costs: 4x2 5x2 € 1,040 € 1,300 € 1,950 including VAT 7,50x2

..................................................................................................................................................................
− For the Main-Sponsor and Co-Sponsor or other types of special agreements
pay with sponsorship agreements to be agreed with the organization according to its visibility
/ image return to the square and tailormade who purchase.

cost summary

Payment can be made by bank transfer or PayPal payment:

NB: specify the purpose of the bank transfer or PayPal payment the
name of the tattoo artist who will participate in taking the stand.
If PayPal payment: reference email tattoo.cleanink@gmail.com
Option to be specified on Pay Pal: Transfer money to a friend or you pay higher
transaction fees.
...................................................................................................... ..
If bank transfer:
Credit Cooperative Group of Bergamo.
CLEAN INK TATTOO IBAN

IT13M0311103253000000006921
Reason: stand Payment for Urban Land Tattoo Expo
NOTE VISITORS:
Input area convention / events by day ticket:
-

Friday, September 25 € 10.00
Saturday, September 26 € 13.00
Sunday, September 27 € 13.00

Package 3-day event € 30,00 Children from 0 to 12 years free entry. For disabled visitors free entry.

It is strictly forbidden to smoke inside the Pala, bring animals, glass bottles and any other external
consumption, in order to ensure sanitation and safety standards.
The organization reserves in extreme cases to modify the duration, opening and closing dates not
what a all times of the event at its sole discretion and without compete right to any compensation to
the Exhibitors.
Art.4 - By signing the application form, application form or membership contract the applicant:
a) ... declares his knowledge and acceptance without reservation of these Regulations and also
represent it to comply dell'art.1341 also the effects of the Italian Civil Code;
b) ... shall elect its legal domicile in Rome Tor Vergata Via Gioacchino Volpe 11a-11b and
recognizes, for any dispute and for all purposes, the jurisdiction of the Court of Rome.
If the adherent, for reasons of force majeure will be unable to attend applies as described
all'Art3

BOOTH ALLOCATION - BOOTH - REMOVAL
Art. 5- The booth positions are allocated in accordance with the general plan of the event which
provides commodity groupings and tattoo artists stand groupings. The organization reserves the right
to change, for technical, organizational and security, location and the surface of the assigned parking
places have no right to adhering to any compensation if the reduction of the fee in relation to the
possible shortest area occupied. In any case, without prejudice, in the above case, the exhibitor's right
to terminate the contract.
Art.6 - Save in exceptional cases motivated by particular and proven technical and organizational
reasons, the areas will be made available to exhibitors already for Thursday, September 24 from
15.00 to 19.00.
The exhibition stand is still scheduled for the morning of Friday, September 25 with opening to
the public the first day at 14:00.
Different needs must be agreed with the organization.
The exhibitor is responsible, at its expense, to complete construction of the space assigned, (apart
from the materials that we give supplied, structural material) stands not occupied by the days and set
times will be considered again at the disposal of the organization Clean Ink Tattoo you can reassign
them without any claim from the same initial assignees.
In any case the member in default will have no financial compensation but will be kept by the Tattoo
Ink Clean the entire amount.
E 'allowed the entry of vehicles inside Area Event front and parking area defined for such action for
unloading and the transport of goods respecting the barriers and access limitations that will report
front entry via tape or barriers.
Outside Area Event will be parking for exhibitors and visitors.
Art. 7 - With regard to the preparations of the stand, the exhibitor is obligated to redeliver the area
assigned in the identical state in which he has been entrusted. The organization will check for any
damage that will be readily compensated by the Exhibitor that has caused them.
Article 8 - The dismantling will be made Sunday, September 27 from hours 24,30 / 01,00 to 02,00
hours it is strictly forbidden dismantling before the closing of the event or Monday,
September 28.
After that date, the Tattoo Clean Ink assumes no obligations or responsibilities of custody for the
stand and / or to the left in the assigned material, which can be removed from the Tattoo Clean Ink in
total expense and risk without responsibility this, for any shortfall, breakage, etc.. consequent to
removal.

Art.9 In the times of the event there will be a security and public order, as deterrent to theft or
security to third parties.

NB: Tattoo Clean Ink does not assume any responsibility towards those who
carelessly leave their work equipment or personal items unattended and within reach
of third parties.
Tattoo Clean Ink is not responding the outside of the parking enclosure which is also
managed by the structure of Palacavicchi.
SAFETY AND PREVENTION
Art.10 - All booth materials must be non-combustible, flame-retardant or fire retardant.
Art. 11 - The Booth by the Tattoo Clean Ink is in line with the requirements of regional legislation:
• washable walls and certified the stands;
• presence of special containers for special waste to be disposed within the meaning of Articles
29, paragraph 2 and paragraph 57
• presence of a toilet.

GUIDELINES FOR OPERATORS
Art. 12 - The artists who choose to work during the three days of the event will follow these
guidelines. They will only be accepted with a regular tattoo studio with a VAT and / or Tax Code
Associative.
In a single Booth can operate a single tattoo artist and an assistant that does not work, in the days of
stand rental shall not be divided among several tattoo artists taking turns.
Registration for the contest is reserved exclusively for those who have a stand and any other form of
external artist.
A basic rule before describing all the details of the contract and in the Regulation are allowed to
register only and exclusively if you are in possession of a certificate qualifying issued by your home
in your region prior course with a minimum frequency of 90 hours.
To register for the tattoo artists of Italian nationality do not we stick to the legislatures of the various
home countries so we can admit such artists as professionals in law that applies to foreign legislature
affiliation but shall comply with applicable Italian regulations in place.
The practice of tattooing is induction subcutaneous ink using needles.
For those wishing to make piercing we stick to Regulation Italian regulations. We dissociate
ourselves from piercing practice by artists that fail to comply with those rules. As for example, the
use of every single tool or sterile disposable and sterile-autoclaved wrapped jewelry.
Within Urban Land Tattoo Expo Roma will only be permitted to use machines to roll and / or rotary.
It requires tattoo artists to use every standard toilet health.
The first consist of two coils that move a bar to which is applied a needle, while the latter have the
same principle of operation, acting via an electrical transformer.
Before each tattoo operation, the operator will make the customer sign the informed consent that we
give supplied to each artist.
The operator He is obliged to Wash hands with antiseptic soap, and use demineralized water which
give us supplied.
To make the tattoo, it MUST use disposable nitrile gloves, a disposable mask that provides Tattoo

Clean Ink and UNDERTAKES to use (on request ASL). It is not a legal obligation, but we
recommend to wear a gown and tattoo sleeves on his arms and cover machine.
The work surface should be cleaned with a cleaning solution, and then be covered with cellophane
and a sterile placemat.
All that the operator touches with gloves, during tattooing, and that therefore could come into contact
with the client's blood, it must be previously coated with a disposable film (maker of the bed parts,
the cable maker, lamps and the spray antibacterial soap), tried to abolish indirect contamination.
Regarding the tattoo, the operator will, by means of sterile wooden spatulas, a variable quantity of
white petrolatum dall'apposito jar in which it is contained and put it on the worktop.
The ink will revert, from its original container, in special disposable caps. During this operation, the
operator will wear the gloves and will particularly careful when opening and closing the valve of the
bottle with a washcloth soaked antibacterial paper.
And 'it IS FORBIDDEN absolute dilute colors with drinking water. It should be used demineralized
water.
They can be used only pigments (inks) accompanied by material safety data sheet (SDS) in which
must be reported:
- identification data, including the registered office of the manufacturer or distributor
- the chemical composition of the pigment;
- declaration of non-toxicity and sterility;
- expiry date and batch number,
- compliance to the resolution of the EC "ResAP (2003) 2 on tattoos and permanent make-up
19/06/2003" o / a lab certificate showing the exclusion of amines and heavy metals.
They should be used sterile disposable needles and grip for each tattoo.
Waste must be disposed in special buckets for disposal of special waste.
bags in which is made EXTREME PROHIBITION throw food scraps, plastic and other materials that
must be primarily differentiate and throw in other appropriate buckets which will make available in
the structure Palavicchi.
For the same thing needles must be disposed in special containers for special waste.
These containers will come to us Tattoo Clean Ink supplied through an approved and accredited to
the collection and will be changed every day at each location.
NB Within Tattoo Clean Ink Tattoo Event Urban Land Expo will be permitted only the use of
needles and grip in individual sealed packaging SINGLE USE, on which the packer has certified the
sterilization, the expiry date of the same and the method used.
There will be no spaces related to sterilization, as we believe that for ease of use, transparency and
customer safety, it is safer to use needles and probes for already sterile, disposable tattoos.
The customer's skin will be cleansed with a solution for skin disinfection and depilated using
disposable razor.
After performing the tattoo, the operator will wipe the area, the cospargerà with a thin layer of
petroleum jelly or cream panthenol, using sterile spatula, or sterile glove and will practice the
bandage / coverage of the tattoo protection.
The customer will be informed orally on the precautions and care to follow and more he will be also
provided an additional and exhaustive information written by the tattoo artist noticed.
Once the tattoo operation is finished, the operator wearing nitrile gloves, unmount the machines
anddispose, Into the waste container for needles and disposable tips.
NB: It 'may not run for the event with the tattoo just ran without the protective film or paper to the
same.

If you carry a fee tattoos it is of paramount importance for the study and tattoo artist who will
perform, issue a tax receipt to the same customer.
THE MINIMUM COST OF TATTOOS MUST FROM A MINIMUM OF € 50,00
The Tattoo Clean Ink is not responsible for those who do not apply the letter of the regulation and
any person infringing the same will be immediately removed from the event and will not be entitled
to any refund.

Info: How to Lose Tattooing
The recommended procedure for getting a tattoo is to choose the artist from the page
Tattoo Artist our website and book by clicking on Booking Now the profile of your favorite artist, so
reserving a date in one of the three-day event.
This is recommended because the customer can make an appointment with a tattoo artist preferred to
avoid the unpleasant surprise to find it later committed during the 3 days.
If you have no particular preference, it is possible to go directly at its stand.

To be able to tattoo the Italian law provides:
It is mandatory to have at least 18 years of age, in the case of minors, aged 16 and older, you can get
tattooed prior informed consent of both parents, which must be present for the execution of the work.

We Clean Ink Tattoo we founded in 2011, this national movement:

TR Tatoo Responsibly ...
Founded simultaneously with the birth of the Clean Ink Tattoo studio.
Founded in 2011 by Alessio Greek (President Clean Tattoo Ink) at his studio in Rome and going
toTattooing Responsibly motion sensitive towards the high sense of hygiene and proper
responsibility it takes before the practice of a tattoo and to the world at large the tattoo. Mark that
certifies ethics, quality, hygiene and proper way to operate in this wonderful world.

REGULATION and award prizes
CONTEST EVENT urbanland Tattoo Expo Roma 2020
NB: The organizers reserve until the event date to apply some management changes in the contest.

€ 15,000

joackpot that will assign mediating tattoo materials voucher
to be collected in the supply in the present convention and prizes in free
booth for the edition that will be the winners in the category.

..................................................................................................................................................................

JURY AND CONTEST RULES 'OF CONDUCT

To ensure that all participants in the contest maximum transparency and a fair trial, six or more
judges selected among the best professionals within the UTE Rome will conduct a personal vote to
shovel or electronic voting, so visible to the public through rear projection voting stage and electronic
summation.
The evaluation will be 5 to 10 points,Also in this fourth edition of the inclusion of half a vote.
Ex. If a judge had the indecision as to assign between grade 8 or 9 therefore vote may assign 8 more
... half a vote. Half past eight.
If the vote will refer to a tie on stage tattoos to a tie and again and more carefully rivoterà awarding
winning one of the two finalists.
Registration will be carried out from 16:00 to 18:00 at a special area, and this year there will be an
expert in the field that will allocate well every subscription to any right category.
Another important thing is shuffling the cards and therefore the order of entry for each contest will
not follow the order of temporal registration list. Introduce yourself too much at the end of entries to
be named among the top will not help .... The call order to get on stage will be just so random, so you
can apply from 16:00 to 18:00
We would like to specify that the judges chosen from our convention can not participate as
competitors in the contest.
In order not to affect in any way the vote of the jury, tattooed will be called to the stage without
uttering the name of the tattoo artist.

Pre contest:Know that not all members can participate in the contest and then be rated using a
shovel or electronic voting.
The professional judges unquestionably held before the start of each class a PRE CONTEST so when
we call on stage every single category in unison everyone will have to have completed their tattoo
and submit to the court on their work.
Of the panel members at the discretion of the judges no more than 50% will already upstream
excluded from the contest. The remaining 50% will then decide about the judges will participate in
the race because they were considered high-level to which you can submit careful judgment.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ... !!! Only the tattoo artists who have a booth can register to contest if
we discovered members not belonging to the stand and stand number assigned to the prize will be
withdrawn and reallocated to the next ranked for more votes taken.

DESCRIPTION of the PRIZES:
Contest category: 3 Total awards day by category (and tattooed tattoo artist will be awarded).
Best of day:3 Total prizes per day (first, second and third place). Tattoos that participate in the Best
of day will need to be started and finished at the convention with only one working day. They will
not be allowed all the jobs that require more than one working day, however, will directly participate
in the BEST IN SHOW along with the winners of the Best of day Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

SPECIAL AWARDS:
The Best Original Tattoo Competition Best and Passion: judgment award to the organization after the
race on Sunday, the only prize.
These awards will not follow the canon of the other categories scoring system. The assignment will
be unquestionably decreed by the organization and will be determined by particular merits such as
artistic inspiration, choice of subject, atmosphere and other special signs of excellence.
Best in Show:a single premium (Sunday night awards). They will participate in Best in Show winners
of the contest Best of day Friday, Saturday and Sunday and all the initiates only tattoos and finished
during the span of the three-day convention who have not competed in other categories.
Best in Job:a single premium (Friday night awards). Participants in the Best Job in all the works
performed not necessarily in the convention. This is to give visibility and prestige to the work of
some importance of which will be awarded the best tattoo ever presented on stage.
N ° TATTOO allowed for Tattooist: A maximum of three tattoos +1 allowed to tattoo artist of all
contest: The tattoo artists will not be able to enroll the same tattoo in most categories, but may bring

more pieces if completed in conventions for up to three tattoos on all days of the contest.
Excluding the Best Job in that being a tattoo already finished home or on the convention you can
wear as a fourth tattoo more ...
For large pieces to other categories than the day Best of tattoos you can bring a maximum
completeness of between 50% and 60% but not beyond. At least 40% must be done at the time so as
not to stress excessively tattooed skin and at the same time you can not participate in a contest with a
fully finished piece in the studio and brought to the race already finished.

Other activity / event services:
Expo - Entertainment - Convention - Art - Culture - Promotion -Music
Merchandising - Shop Seminary -Work - Live Show - Family Zone - Areas Food & Beverage

Local ambulance Security

Acceptance contract membership rules and acknowledgment services
It is the acceptance of the contract, even in the form of an appendix signed contract synthesis booking
form we will send therefore counts as taken note of that regulation.

Date and place ………………………………………………………………
Business name ………………………………………………………
VAT CF ........................... ..............................
Read Approved Signed
signature: ……………………………………………………………………

